A perfect start leading to a perfect finish

When it comes to soft furnishings, nobody does it quite like Renray. Imagine a totally unique roomsetting, furnished with handmade Renray products and beautifully finished off with perfectly matched curtains, cushions and bedlinens - all designed, made and installed to your exact specification.

It’s what we do day after day and it’s this complete end to end solution that sets us apart. Take a look at some of our soft furnishing ideas and if you have a special requirement, we’re sure we can help.

It all starts with the mood boards. Our interior designers work with you to create the look you’re after and put together the scheme you require. With literally thousands of combinations of colours, fabrics and styles, your scheme will be unique to you. Our skilled designers and estimators then go on site to take precise measurements and planning begins. We’ll then talk you through your design package making sure it meets your expectations and that there are no surprises at the end, keeping you informed every step of the way.

We then set to work, always in sync with your agreed deadlines, with any unforeseen issues being reported and resolved collaboratively. The process is complete when our own national team of fitters carefully install everything to your complete satisfaction. It is this complete ‘start to finish’ solution that really sets Renray apart.

It's what we do day after day and it's this complete end to end solution that sets us apart. Take a look at some of our soft furnishing ideas and if you have a special requirement, we're sure we can help.

1. Bespoke design
2. Site measuring and estimation
3. Presenting the schemes
4. Production and make up
5. Fitting and installation
6. Finished to perfection
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Whichever look you want to achieve, Renray has something to suit everyone. From a contemporary eyelet curtain to a traditional pinch pleat style, we can enhance your look with a wide selection of fashionable flame retardant fabrics and styles. All of our curtains are weighted, and feature mitred corners and blind hems as standard.

**Options**
- **Curtains, valances** - straight, shaped, banded, pinch pleat, box pleat, goblet pleat, swags and tails, tiebacks, cubicle curtains
- **Blinds** - roman, roller, vertical and vision
- **Pelmets** - upholstered, straight or shaped
- **Variety of cushions and bedding**
- **Luxury options available** - upholstered pelmets, braided and handstitched pelmets and hand stitched interlined curtains.
- **Challenging environments options available** - Anti-ligature tracks and brackets

**Quality comes as standard...**
- 100% fullness
- Mitred corners
- 220gram (standard weight) other options are available
- Blackout/sateen/ polyester lining
- Blind hems
- Weighted joints and corners (weights can be removed on request, please specify on your order)
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Why not finish your room with Renray?
Renray are leaders in soft furnishings for healthcare environments. Our versatile outlook means we can offer a range of styles with complementary fabrics and soft furnishing accessories. From traditional elegance to contemporary chic we are able to enhance any room.

Our extensive range of soft furnishings means we can provide the finishing touch to make the difference. We manufacture and supply all ranges of sheets, quilted throws, bed runners, flatsheets, bedspreads, cushions, pillow cases, duvet covers and more...

**Bedding & Cushions**
We work with all the major fabric suppliers in the UK to ensure you receive the finest choice of performance fabrics.

**Standard Fabrics**
- Flame retardancy BS 5867 - Part 2 Type B&C - curtains and drapes
- Anti-microbial fabrics are used for infection control
- Impervious to prevent fluid ingress

**Innovative fabrics**
We have achieved:
- ISO 14001 for our environmental management systems,
- OHSAS 18001 for our health and safety management systems and
- ISO 9001 for our quality management systems.

Renray are FSC certified.

**Total peace of mind**
We work with all the major fabric suppliers in the UK to ensure you receive the broadest choice of performance fabrics.

**Curtain Tracks**
As standard we use a white aluminium curtain track with silicocised gliders (gliders run on the underside of the track to minimise ingress of dust and dirt). Other options:
- Electric track – switch or infra red remote control operated

**Anti-sagature tracks** - available with pop out gliders or snap hooks if required. Single release tracks and gliders allow a controlled release of the curtains from the track.

**Curtain Poles**
Wooden curtain poles in 28mm, 35mm and 45mm diameters
- Male curtain poles in 19mm, 28mm, 35mm and 50mm diameters

**Quotation Process**
- For new builds and cubic arrangements quotations can be made using floor plans and elevations/window schedules.
- For existing buildings, quotations can be arranged for a no obligation site survey to be carried out by one of our Area Sales Managers or National Estimators.

**Fitting**
We operate a full fitting service carried out nationwide by our own teams of uniformed, professional fitters.

**Fabrics**
We promote the use of inherently flame retardant polyester fabrics that are:
- Guaranteed to be flame retardant for the lifetime of the product
- Machine washable
- Minimal shrinkage during washing
- Minimal care required - little or no ironing required after laundering

Please note: Fabric samples can be sent upon request
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Renray offer a wide range of made-to-order curtains and blinds to complement any room. We offer a complete measuring, design and fitting service. We work with all major fabric designers and are exposed to a vast range of fabrics ranging from traditional elegance to boutique chic - there is something for everyone.

Curtain Tracks
As standard we use a white aluminium curtain track with siliconised gliders (gliders run on the underside of the track to minimise ingress of dust and dirt). Other options:
- Electric track – switch or infra red remote control operated
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For new builds and cubic arrangements quotations can be made using floor plans and elevations/window schedules. For existing buildings quotations, we can arrange for a no obligation site survey to be carried out by one of our Area Sales Managers or National Estimators
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Cubicle Tracks
We use a white aluminium ceiling suspended system as standard, which uses roller glides with integral stainless steel hooks. Available with anti-ligature brackets if required.
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